Emory University School of Law Comment Policy

This comment policy pertains to the main social media accounts for Emory University School of Law managed by the Office of Communication and all social media accounts maintained by Emory Law faculty, staff, and students.

Comments are welcome on all Emory Law social media platforms. All posts or comments should be relevant to the Emory Law community. Comments or posts made by users to these accounts can be removed for any of the following reasons, at any time, if they:

1. are clearly “off topic,” or “spam”
2. use obscene, threatening, harassing, offensive, misleading, or factually inaccurate language
3. promote or advocate illegal activity
4. violate copyrights or trademarks
5. disclose information that is confidential by law or regulation
6. are commercial advertising, unsolicited self-promotion, or solicitations
7. promote political campaigns or candidates, or other ventures unless deemed related to the school
8. violate the social media platform's policies

We recognize that the internet is a 24/7 medium, and comments are welcome at any time. However, moderating of comments will occur most often during regular business hours Monday through Friday. Comments submitted after hours or on weekends will be read and responded to as soon as reasonably possible; in most cases, this means the next business day.

For any additional questions about this policy, please contact the Office of Communication.